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Like a successful football team a winning organiza-

tion must have a strategy that can help its players 

– the management, the staff and the key stakehold-

er’s – to drive the organisation and its activities in the 
‘right’ direction. 
A winning strategy must first of all have clear goals, 
and it must answer the basic questions:

Furthermore it is important to understand that a 
strategy is only successful if it creates understanding 
and acceptance of joined directions and priorities 
among managers and employees and it has only  
effect when all staff and key stakeholders begin to 
act upon it and can see their own work and results  
in the light of the plan. 

STRATEGIC  
PLANNING IN 
CROSS CULTURES

Where do we come from?
Context Analysis

In what direction do we want to go?
Strategic Intentions

What are we doing to achieve our desired goals?
(Persons Acting in Time and Space)
Strategic Interventions

Anders Levinsen
Founder & CEO
Cross Cultures
August 2015 

Of course it is up to the owners and the man-

agement of an organisation to decide upon their 
strategy. However to create ownership and partici-
pation Cross Cultures always consider it important 
to involve as many keystakeholder’s in the strategy 
process as possible. 

Finally, it is important to emphasize that a strategic 

plan must be considered a dynamic tool. It is not 
possible on either a mathematical or a theoretical 

manner, to develop a strategic plan and subse-

quently lean back and wait until the organization 
has changed into an advanced enterprise. A winning 
strategy is thus measured on what the organization 
does, not on what the organization say they intend 
to do.

In this light, I hope you will find this manual a useful 
tool in your efforts of designing a winning strategy 
for your organization.
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54 CONTEXT ANAYSIS 

CONTEXT ANALYSIS

OUTSIDE WORLD STAKEHOLDERS SWOT

What is the context and 
how does it influence 

your organization?

Who is affected  
directly or indirectly  

by your organization?

What are the Strengths, Weaknesses,  
Opportunities and Threats of your organization?

WHERE DO WE COME FROM?

Photo: Carsten Snejbjerg

CONTEXT ANAYSIS 



76 CONTEXT ANAYSIS 

STEP 1  
OUTSIDE WORLD

Discuss briefly:
• What is the general political context and how does 

it influence and impact your organization?

• What is the general social context and how does it 
influence and impact your organization?

• What is the general economical context and how 
does it influence and impact your organization?

What is the general context? How does it impact your organization? 

(politically, socially, economically)
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STEP 2  
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

A stakeholder analysis is the process of identifying 
the individuals or groups that are likely to affect or  
be affected by a proposed action, and sorting them 
according to their impact on the action and the  
impact the action will have on them. This information 
is used to assess how the interests of those stake-

holders should be addressed in a project plan.
  

CONTEXT ANAYSIS CONTEXT ANAYSIS 

Who are affected directly by the program? What is their interest in our program?

Who are affected indirectly by the program? What is their interest in our program?

Tip:
List all the parties, which are likely to be affected 
by the development, both positively or negatively, 
directly or indirectly 

Guiding questions:
- Who are affected directly by the program/ 

organization?

- Who are affected indirectly by the program/ 
organization?

- What is their interest in the program?
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POTENTIAL  
PARTNERS 
Little or no ability to make  

decisions about the project,  
but participation required for  
the project to succed .

KEEP SATISFIED

POTENTIAL  
AMBASSADORS 
No opportunity to influence key 
decisions and active participa-

tion is not nedessary. However, 
can be involved in some cases 
with benefit for the project.

MONITOR  
(MINIMUM EFFORT)

KEY  
PARTNERS 
Great influence on the  
project and active  
participation needed.

MANAGE CLOSELY

GREY  
EMINENCE 
Great opportunity to influence 
significant decisions in the 
project, but does not need to 
deliver substantial work.

KEEP INFORMED

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

CONTEXT ANAYSIS 

Interest Interest

Influence Influence

POTENTIAL PARTNERS 
Keep satisfied

POTENTIAL AMBASSADORS
Monitor 

KEY PARTNERS
Manage closely

GREY EMINENCE
Keep informed

CONTEXT ANAYSIS 

PLACE THE STAKEHOLDERS IN THE MATRIX BELOW AND DISCUSS:
- How can we create value for the stakeholders?
- How can we manage our stakeholders to make them feel ownership in our organization/program?
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STEP 3 
SWOT - ANALYSIS

The SWOT Analysis is a useful technique for under-

standing your Strengths and Weaknesses, and for 
identifying both the Opportunities open to you and 
the Threats you face.

What makes SWOT particularly powerful is that it can 
help you in an easy way to uncover opportunities 

that you are well-placed to exploit. And by under-

standing the weaknesses of your organization, you 
can manage and eliminate threats that would other-

wise catch your unawares.

More than this, by looking at yourself and your  
competitors using the SWOT framework, you can 
start to craft a strategy that helps you distinguish 
yourself from your competitors, so that you can  

compete successfully in your market.

You can use SWOT-analysis in two ways – as a simple 
icebreaker helping people get together to “kick off” 
strategy formulation, or in a more sophisticated way 
as a serious strategy tool.

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

WEAKNESSES

INTERNAL STRATEGIC FACTORS

EXTERNAL STRATEGIC FACTORS

SWOT

CONTEXT ANAYSIS CONTEXT ANAYSIS 
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STRENGTHS

Tip:
Consider your strengths from both an internal 
perspective, and from the point of view of your 
stakeholders in your market.

Also, if you’re having any difficulty identifying 
strengths, try writing down a list of your organiza-

tion’s characteristics. Some of these will hopefully 
be strengths!

When looking at your strengths, think about them 

in relation to your competitors. For example, if all 
of your competitors provide high quality prod-

ucts, then a high quality production process is 
not a strength in your organization’s market, it’s a 

necessity.

Guiding questions:
- What advantages does your organization have?

- What do you do better than anyone else?

- What unique or lowest-cost resources can you 
draw upon that others can’t?

- What do people in your market see as your 
strengths?

- What is your organization’s unique selling  
proposition?

WEAKNESSES

Tip:
Consider this from an internal and external basis: 
Do other people seem to perceive weaknesses that 
you don’t see? Are your competitors doing any better 
than you?

It’s best to be realistic now, and face any unpleasant 
truths as soon as possible.

Guiding questions:
- What could you improve?

- What should you avoid?

- What are people in your market likely to see as 

weaknesses?

- What factors lose you sales?

Photo: Cross Cultures

CONTEXT ANAYSIS CONTEXT ANAYSIS 

Strengths: Weaknesses: 
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OPPORTUNITIES

Tip:
A useful approach when looking at opportunities is 

to look at your strengths and ask yourself whether 
these open up any opportunities. Alternatively, 
look at your weaknesses and ask yourself whether 
you could open up opportunities by eliminating 
them.

Guiding questions:
- What good opportunities can you spot?

- What interesting trends are you aware of?

Useful opportunities can come from such  

things as:

- Changes in technology and markets on both a 
broad and narrow scale.

- Changes in government policy related to your 
field.

- Changes in social patterns, population profiles, 
lifestyle changes, and so on.

- Local events.

THREATS

Guiding questions:
- What obstacles do you face?

- What are your competitors doing?

- Are quality standards or specifications for your job, 
products or services changing?

- Is changing technology threatening your position?

- Do you have bad debt or cash-flow problems?

- Could any of your weaknesses seriously threaten 
your business?

Photo: Kenneth Havgaard

CONTEXT ANAYSIS CONTEXT ANAYSIS 

Opportunities: Threats: 
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STRATEGIC INTENTION

MEANING/MISSION VALUE & SIGNIFICANCE VISION STRATEGIC GOALS

Why do we exist? What values are  

important to use?

Where do we  
want to go?

How do we realize our 
mission and the vision?

IN WHAT DIRECTION DO WE WANT TO GO?

STRATEGIC INTENTION STRATEGIC INTENTION 

Photo: Cross Cultures
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In business terms the meaning /  
mission forms the foundation of  
the organization:
  

Guiding questions: 

- Why do we exist?

- Why would our target group and stakeholders  
miss us if we did not exist?

- What drives us?

- What is the raison d’etre of our organization?

STEP 4  
THE MEANING / MISSION

STRATEGIC INTENTION STRATEGIC INTENTION 

Why do we exist? 

Why would our stakeholders miss us if we did not exist? 

 

NYT FOTO KOMMER
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STEP 5      
VALUE & SIGNIFICANCE

The basic values are a description of what is  
important to us in our relationship with colleagues, 

customers and partners in general.

In this way the basic values serve the purpose to 
draw the company’s profile outward and it is meant 
to be the common frame of reference when making 

decisions in the organization both in daily life and in 
relation to long-term decisions.

Guiding questions: 

a) Identify the four values you find most important  
 and discuss:

- Why is this particular value important to me?

- If the value could speak, what would the value 

say to me?

- What is the opposite of the chosen value?

b)  Discuss your chosen values up against the four  
 dimensions in the “Greek Template”:

THE GREEK TEMPLATE

THE TRUE

THE RIGHTEOUS THE BEAUTIFUL

THE GOOD

FREEDOM

Guiding  questions:

If your basic value is ‘Love’

-  What is ‘true’ love?

-  What is ‘good’ love?

-  What is ‘beautiful’ love?

-  What is ‘righteous’ love?

STRATEGIC INTENTION STRATEGIC INTENTION 

What is true ‘X’? What is good ‘X’?

What is beautiful ‘X’? What is righteous ‘X’?
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If you wish your organization to develop it is a  
MUST to have a vision – a guiding star – that describes 
where you want to go and what you would like to 
accomplish in the future.

A carefully crafted vision can help you to commu-

nicate your organization’s strategic intentions in a 

one-sentence statement describing the clear and 
inspirational long-term desired change resulting  
from the organization’s work. In this way a VISION 
is a “future” desirable state or an expected future 
performance created by your organization. 

A vision is like a DREAM. It is something you  
can see, but not necessary reach. 

Examples: 
Nokia: Connecting people
Danish Sports Association: We are moving Denmark
Danish Football Association: A part of something bigger
Open Fun Football Schools: Become a movement  
in the region

STRATEGIC INTENTION STRATEGIC INTENTION 

Vision:

STEP 6      
VISION

TIMEWhere do we come from?

What and how are we doing?

Where do we 
want to go?

MISSION,  
VALUES  

& VISION 
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STEP 7      
OPERATIONAL GOALS

In contrary to a vision an Operational Goal is  
something you can see and something that are  
realistic to achieve.

However, it is easy to set a goal, but it can be a  
challenge to reach the target!

In this context it can be useful to use the  
SMART-approach when designing the Operational 
Goals.

SMART GOALS
SPECIFIC State exactly what you want to   
  achive. Can you break a larger   
  task into smaller items?

 
MEASURABLE Establish clear definitions on how  
  you will measure if you’re reaching  

  your goals.  

ATTAINABLE Describe your goals using action  
  verbs, and outline the exact steps  
  you will take to accomplish your  

  goal.

   
REALISTIC Set realistic goals you are able  
  to accomplish.

  
TIMELY Decide exactly when you will start  
  the action and when youexpect the  
  goal to be attained.

STRATEGIC INTENTION STRATEGIC INTENTION 

Operational Goals: 
(What can we see and what is realistic to achieve? Use the SMART-approach)
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Build your strategic intentions in lego:

It is the NARRATIVE that provides power to the organization and its activities!  

Or to put it different: The stronger the narrative is, the stronger is the organization and its program.

TELL YOUR VISION IN LEGO 

STEP 8  
STORY TELLING
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Who, What, Where, When? Milestones:

STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

WHAT AND HOW ARE WE DOING?

ACTIVITIES KNOWHOW & TECHNOLOGIES

What technologies do we need to 
achieve our goals?

STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONSSTRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS 

 PERSONS ACTING  IN TIME SPACE
 who? what? when? where?

Photo: Carsten Snejbjerg
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STEP 9    
ACTIVITIES

What do we do, in order to achieve our  
desired goals?

Tip:

In order to define what we need to do to achieve  
our desired goals it can be helpful also define  
the opposite:

What are we not doing?

STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS 

Production processes: Stakeholders processes:

ACTIVITIES

PRODUCTION
PROCESSES

SOCIAL  
PROCESSES

INNOVATION
PROCESSES

STAKEHOLDERS 
PROCESSES

Explanation, please confer with page 35
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WHAT ARE WE DOING TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS?

Production processes: 

What are your products? And how do you produce 
your products?

Stakeholders processes:

How do you manage your stakeholders to create  
values for them and make them feel ownership  
in your organization/program?

Social processes:

How do you organize your team and collaborate  
together in order to achieve our desired goals? 

STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS 

Social processes: Innovation processes:

- Who are the leaders of your organization? 

- How are decisions made and carried out? 

- When do you meet? 

- How do you coordinate your activities?

- Etc.

Innovation processes:

How can you develop and introduce a new or signifi-

cantly improved product (goods or services), process, 
organizational structure or marketing method? 

The innovation must be new or significantly im-

proved to the organization itself, but it can be devel-
oped by others or introduced before by others. 
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STEP 10    
KNOWHOW AND  
TECHNOLOGIES
It is important to evaluate what knowhow and 
technologies are available and what knowhow and 
technologies needs to be enhanced to implement the 
desired strategy?

In this context it can be useful to distinguish between

Guiding questions:

a) Human Capital

Does the staff have the desired know how and capac-

ity to facilitate and accomplish the desired change?

What shall the staff and stakeholder’s learn in order 
to be able to facilitate and accomplish the desired 
change?

b) Organization Capital

What competences are needed within the organiza-

tion to facilitate the desired change? For example:
- Culture

- Motivation
- Leadership

c) Information Capital

What is the communication strategy? 

What information systems are available to support 

the desired change and the communication strategy? 
What systems must be enhanced? For example:
- Databases
- Toolkit

- Information Systems

What technologies do 
we need in order to 
achieve our goals?

STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS 

HUMAN CAPITAL:

What capacity do we have? What shall the staff and stakeholder’s learn:

ORGANIZATION CAPITAL:

What capacity do we have? What shall the staff and stakeholder’s learn:

INFORMATION CAPITAL:

What capacity do we have? What shall the staff and stakeholder’s learn:

HUMAN  
CAPITAL
Know how
Stragegic competences

ORGANIZATION  
CAPITAL

INFORMATION CAPITAL
Information systemsDatabases
Toolkit

Culture
Motiation
Leadership 
Organisation

STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS 
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THEORY OF CHANGE

THEORY OF CHANGETHEORY OF CHANGE

It requires a clear link between ideas about how a system can be built and the actual strategies implemented. 
Creating this clear link can be accomplished through the use of theory-based frameworks. These frameworks 
are tools that can guide you through the process of articulating ideas about the best approaches for developing 
programs and solutions. 

The Theory of Change brings together the considerations above in a dynamic system.
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THEORY OF CHANGE

TITEL

MEANING / OVERALL DESIRED CHANGE (Step 4)

OVERALL ASSUMPTION What do we take for granted?

THEORY OF CHANGETHEORY OF CHANGE

INPUT What assets/inputs do we bring into the process?  

(if we are cooking: What raw materials do we bring to the cooking process?) 

If we

 

OUTPUT What services does the process produce?   

(if we are cooking: What is the course made up by the raw materials?) 

Then 

OUTCOME What is the intended result we would like to achieve? On organisational- and individuallylevel 

Resulting in

IMPACT What is the final benefit (development objective) of the action  

Finally

  The rationale behind the action
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Cross Cultures uses the Open Fun Football 

School (OFFS) program as platform to facilitate 
network, communication and cross sector collabo-

ration between Sport + School + Police (SSP) in local 
communities and introduces the key stakeholders to 
the Cross Cultures approach to OFFS + SSP

  cross sector networks are established  
facilitating 

• new partnerships between Sport + School + Police 
• cross sector SSP-activities in local communities 
• confidence between children and youth at risk,  
 communities and the SSP stakeholders.

  a three-level cross sector governance 

structure (strategic, coordinating and operational) 
that allows key persons from Sport + School + Police 
to define and address local needs and develop a 
dialogue based cooperation across the sectors in 
the field of primary, secondary and tertiary juvenile 
crime prevention.

  contributing to 

• Permanent cooperation and partnerships between  
 Sport + School + Police (SSP) 
• Confidence between the citizens, communities  
 and the SSP-network
• Problem oriented bottom-up approach to  
 achieve security and juvenile crime prevention
• Respect for ethical principles, human rights and  
 diversity

The stakeholders are willing to participate 
in the OFFS program using grassroots 
football as tool for social change.

The stakeholders are willing to  
cooperate with other stakeholders/ 
in new partnerships

The building of a three-level cross  
sector governance structure is sup-

ported (not obstructed) by the relevant 
national government authorities

The partnerships and co-operations are  
permanent and the prevention programs adhere  
to the Cross Cultures approach to SSP 

From: To:
single sector (police)  cross-sector cooperation

national interventions community-based  
  interventions

top-down approaches bottom-up approaches

‘pointed fingers dialogue and cooperation

   Efficient crime prevention measures are not a matter for the police alone.  

It requires coordinated and joint efforts from the sectors that are in daily contact with children, youth and  

their families

Theory of Change: OFFS + Sport + School + Police

 To improve life quality and public security with the aim to  

prevent children and youth from becoming delinquents or victims of crime by  

a) stimulating a social environment where everybody feels accepted, secure and part of a community and  

b) stimulating permanent cooperation and partnership between community police and local community.

CONTEXT ANAYSIS

THEORY OF CHANGE
EXAMPLE INPUT If we 

OUTPUT Then 

 

OUTCOME Resulting in 

IMPACT Finally 

  The rationale behind the action Assumptions (STEP 7)

TITEL   

MEANING / OVERALL DESIRED CHANGE  (step 4)

OVERALL ASSUMPTION: 

CONTEXT ANAYSIS42
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STRATEGIC PLAN
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STRATEGIC INTENTIONSTRATEGIC ANALYSIS – SWOT
WHERE DO WE COME FROM? IN WHAT DIRECTIONS DO WE WANT TO GO?

STRENGTH: WEAKNESSES:

OPPORTUNITIES: THREATS:

MEANING:

VISION: 

THREATS:

STEP 3 STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6
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STRATEGIC GOALS – GOAL 1OPERATIONAL GOALS
WHAT ARE WE DOING TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS?

OPERATIONAL GOAL:

STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT:

PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES:

STEP 7
1. 2.

3. 4. 

5. 6.
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STRATEGIC GOALS – GOAL 3
WHAT ARE WE DOING TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS?

OPERATIONAL GOAL:

GOAL 1, STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT:

PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES:

STRATEGIC GOALS – GOAL 2
WHAT ARE WE DOING TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS?

OPERATIONAL GOAL:

GOAL 1, STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT:

PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES:
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STRATEGIC GOALS – GOAL 5STRATEGIC GOALS – GOAL 4
WHAT ARE WE DOING TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS?WHAT ARE WE DOING TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS?

OPERATIONAL GOAL:

GOAL 1, STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT:

PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES:

OPERATIONAL GOAL:

GOAL 1, STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT:

PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES:
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STRATEGIC GOALS – GOAL 6
WHAT ARE WE DOING TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS?

OPERATIONAL GOAL:

GOAL 1, STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT:

PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES: PHASES/MILESTONES:



This Strategy Plan is drafted by:

Name of Organization:

Workshop:

Place and date:

Participants:

Signatures:

Name and Signature of the CCPA - Instructor:

NETWORK 

OPEN FUN FOOTBALL SCHOOLS OFFICES BALKAN
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Country co-ordinator Esad Hadzijusufovic 
Tel: + 387 33 789 535, + 387 33 789 536 
Fax: + 387 33 922 442
sarajevo@ccpa.eu

Croatia 
Country co-ordinator Velimir Suban
Tel: +385 1 66 777 79 
Tel:/Fax: +385 1 66 777 67    

zagreb@ccpa.eu

Kosovo
Country co-ordinator Visar Peja
Cell: +377 44 161 221
pristina@ccpa.eu

Macedonia 

Country co-ordinator Ceno Aleksandrovski
Tel: + 389 2 307 99 32   
Fax: + 389 2 309 01 68   
skopje@ccpa.eu, offmacedonia@on.net.mk
www.offmacedonia.com.mk 

Montenegro 
Country coordinator Miodrag Stanisic
c/o Fudbalski Savez Crne Gore,  
Srednja regija, Pera Cetkovica 183,
81000 Podgorica,
Phone tel.no. +38220657180,
Mobile +38269408566 
dg.stane@gmail.com

Serbia  

Country co-ordinator Sanja Lucic  
Tel: + 382 11 2 622 499 / 382 11 2 628 554,   
+ 382 11 2 628 337   
Fax: + 382 11 2 628 554   
beograd@ccpa.eu

OPEN FUN FOOTBALL SCHOOLS OFFICES 
MIDDLE EAST
Iraq
Country co-ordinator Jamal Ashoor  
C/o CCPA al Salaam Football School 
Tel: +964 790 11 95 042
baghdad@ccpa.eu  

Jordan
Country co-ordinator Issam Sadeq 
Tel: +962 795 58 21 63
amman@ccpa.eu

Lebanon
Country co-ordinator Mazen Ramadan  
Tel:/Fax: + 961 1 808540
beirut@ccpa.eu

Oman
Country Coordinator: Nasser Alriyami
Tel: +968 99341116
muscat@ccpa.euC 

Tunesia
Country co-ordinator: Jalel ben Tekaya
Tel: +216 97 107 961 / +216 20 36 55 95 / +216 71 78 15 17
tunis@ccpa.eu / bentekaya.jalel@gmail.com
Fax: +216 71 78 16 88

OPEN FUN FOOTBALL SCHOOLS OFFICES CIS / CAUCASUS
Armenia
C/o Football Federation of Armenia
Country co-ordinator Marina Tashchyan
Tel: +374 77 42 50 84
Tel:/Fax: +374 10 54 14 05 
yerevan@ccpa.eu  

Azerbaijan
C/o Association of Football Federation of Azerbaijan
Country co-ordinator Karim Aghaev           
Tel: + 994 12 209 450
Fax: + 994 12 458 0955
baku@ccpa.eu / affa@azeronline.com

Georgia 

CIS Regional co-ordinator Valeri Cholaria                                      
Country co-ordinator Badri Karkashadze                                  
Tel: +995 32 912 910 / 913543
Fax: +995 32 912 910 / 995 32 292 305 
tbilisi@ccpa.eu 

Moldova
C/o The Football Association of Moldova
Country co-ordinator Ghenadie Scurtul 
Tel: + 373 22 880 420
Fax: + 373 22 210 432
chisinau@ccpa.eu, fmf@fmf.md 

Ukraine
C/o Football Federation of Ukraine
Country co-ordinator Mr Yevgeniy Stolitenko   
Tel: +380 (044) 5210562
Fax: +380 (044) 5210550
kiev@ccpa.eu, stolit@ffu.org.ua
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